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Confusion about how email
works
Misunderstanding of the
terminology

The Problem

Misunderstanding about where
mail is stored
Misunderstanding about how to
send and receive mail
Don’t know how to configure
email clients
Too many unlinked email
accounts
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Why You
Should Care

•
•
•

Simplify your life

•
•

Reduce or eliminate email spam

•

Learn how to send and receive
mail from any computer or device

Stop missing important emails
Make it easier to find old
messages
Understand how to configure the
Apple Mail app
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Recent questions from members reflect a series of problems
and misunderstandings related to email and how it works. This
presentation addresses several of these by discussing how the
email architecture building blocks work together to handle
incoming and outgoing mail. Diﬀerences between web-based
(browser) and local (email client) mail are discussed.

Mail
Architecture

IMAP (internet message access protocol) - mailbox on server
with master copy of messages. Bidirectional syncing.
POP (post oﬃce protocol) - inbox on server, no mailboxes.
Unidirectional syncing
SMTP (simple mail transport protocol) - outgoing mail

Hardware/Software
• Mail Servers
• Web Browsers
• Mail Apps (Mac & iOS)

The building blocks that
make email work

Rules (Protocols)
• Incoming: IMAP
• Outgoing: SMTP

Internet Backbone
Network Connections
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Both POP and IMAP have been around since the mid-80s.
IMAP is now the standard due to it’s advantages over POP.
POP mail is downloaded and deleted from the server.

Incoming Mail

Most providers use IMAP
Master copy retained on server
View on any platform with any
client

Mail that is sent to you

Connect with multiple clients at
the same time
Email protected from local
disasters
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Internet

If you use your
browser to read and
send mail …
IMAP Server
(master copy)

example: Gmail

SMTP Server

Mailbox on Server
Network
Connection

Network
Connection

Safari
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Every Apple user has an iCloud mail account. Most have
Gmail, Yahoo, or other accounts as well. Here is how this
works. Lets use Gmail as an example. Incoming mail
addressed to a Gmail account comes into the Google IMAP
server and into your personal mailbox. You can connect and
read this mail using any browser. The mail is NOT downloaded
to your computer — it stays in your mailbox on the server.
When you create a mail and send it somewhere it goes out
through the SMTP server. All the server stuﬀ stays in the
background and all you see is the display of your mailbox.
iCloud and Yahoo work the same way. This example shows
Safari as the browser, but you can use Chrome, Firefox, or any
other browser.

Internet

If you read and
send mail from your
computer or device

IMAP Server
(master copy)

SMTP Server

Network
Connection

Network
Connection

You can also choose to read your mail on your Mac or your
iDevice. On the Mac, your mailbox is on your computer, not on
the server end. When you open Apple mail a connection is
made to the server and a copy of your mail is downloaded and
saved. This is a copy — the master stays on the server. If you
read mail using iOS mail, you are not downloading the mail,
just reading it. This example uses the Apple Mail app that
comes with OS X, but there are many other excellent mail
clients to choose from that essentially work the same way.

Mailbox in Apple Mail
(local copy)
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Multiple
Accounts

iCloud
Server

Email
Stovepipes
Must use browser to
check each account
separately

Network
Connection

Safari

Gmail
Server

Yahoo
Server

Network
Connection

Network
Connection

Safari

Safari

Most people have more than one email account. If you choose
to only use a web browser to read and send mail the result is a
bunch of stovepipes. You must log into each account
individually. This process is cumbersome, wastes time, and
often results in missing mail.
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A Better Idea

iCloud
Server

Gmail
Server

Yahoo
Server

Safari

Safari

Safari

Use Apple Mail to
consolidate
your Email accounts
The best of both worlds!

Apple Mail - Mailbox
(local copy - all mail)
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Better way - use the Apple Mail client (or the iOS mail client) to
link to all your accounts. Now, you have a single inbox for all
the accounts. You can still go directly to each account if you
need to. The best of both worlds!

1. Use IMAP, not POP*
• Master copy of emails on server

Suggestions

• Available to all devices and browsers
• iCloud, Gmail, Yahoo, ISP

2. Use Apple Mail (and iOS Mail) to
consolidate your accounts
• Single inbox
• Ability to select outgoing address

3. Use Gmail SMTP server for
outgoing mail (except iCloud)
• More reliable than ISP servers
* This recommendation was also made by Don Mayer of small
dog electronics on May 13, 2016 - http://ocalamug.org/wp10/
drop-pop-mail/
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There are more tricks you can do to adjust the architecture, but
we will save these for another time. These include using Gmail
to read mail from other servers and let it provide your
consolidated inbox. This is also a good trick for ISP accounts
(Cox, CenturyLink, etc.). Gmail has an excellent spam filter so
using it to read your mail can reduce the amount of unwanted
mail.

